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THE SELF-THINKING IDEA IN A NEW CONCEPT OF AND
RELATIONSHIP TO THE DIALECTICS OF LEADERSHIP,
AS WELL AS THE SELF-BRINGING FORTH OF LIBERTY

'\
",,,philosophy appears as a subjec-

tive cognition, of which liberty is
the aim, and which is itself the way
to produce it,"
" ... it is the nature of the fact,
the notion, which causes the movement
and development, yet· this same movement is equally the action of cognition,"
--Hegel, Philosophy of Mind,
paras, 576, 577

".,,after labor, from a mere
means of life, has itself become the prime necessity of
life; after the productive
forces have also increased with
the all-round development of
the individual ,,, only then
can the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be fully left behind and society inscribe on .
its banners& from each according to his ability, to each ac~
cording to his_ needs,"
·
--Marx, Critique of the
.
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I. "The Power of Abstraction"
II. The
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"The concrete totality which is the beginning
contains ,,, for the transcendence of the opposition between Notion and Reality, and the
unity whioh is truth, rests upon this subjectivity alone,"
-- Hegel, Science of Logic, Vol 2, p. 477
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~It is not only the title that is abstract and

's~e. but the whole context of what I will present
!'

long. long before I come to the concrete question of
the dialectics of leadership -- is

goi~

·<

to be abstract.

In fact. I'm going to make "pure" abstraction of the

).!;iiijJ
. 'C"c''fl!

· ..'seif',;.Thir..ki~
Idea.
a. veritable
Universal.
because I
::'-;··.<' ..":'..
_.
.
.wanted, first of all. to -firmly establish that
the Self-Thinking Idea does not. I repeat does not. .

.··:·.:

••.~~!Ul·. Dll thinll:in(.trorset what I never stop repeating

in the critique of Hegel. that it•s not Ideas floating
.·
~
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Loeic of an

Idea~o it~ lo~ical

conclusion. Therefore,
/
instead of any person, including what was primary to
Hegel,

philosoph~,

thinkin~,

I want you to face the

Idea ,__
itself
---- ..thinking, LL-9:
____ _. jdevhoping it to its ultimate.
At this point, remember how often, or rather, how rare
it is that

think something throul'h to the end.
1
if you do follow
/IOU

Indeed,

~~1abstract Jlf·'~\:1 ~:;;~~ •{J:"£~bably

wind up sounding lilte an absolute idiot, or a monster. H;..,ri~l
will only end up by proving that the Idea is no
--
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Universal,

Ideas "think," not sequentially, but

consequentially, related to other Ideas that emerge
out of historic ground, and do not care where all this
might lead to, including transformation into opposite,
___ And yet, it

is~~~:;J:~u3 it

is abstract,

it's

~~~~s~ it goes to the ultimate without caring where
this leads, that we can see what Logic does to a concrete
Idea,

It is this type of Absolute Method that Hegel had

in mind as he was reaching the conclusion of the Absolute
Idea, and said all truth is Subjectivity and Subjectivity
alone,

i....

It is

philosoDt~.Y..

and not

philoso~,

and if that

iloaophy is revolutionary and if that Idea is the Idea

I

· 'o:f: Freedom, then a new Humanism will first arise

..;t;tc;"olt a

Marx to see that and only then could we ta{k about

w hole person llrho is not just personality but l&ubjectlvi~
~-

l:lody, emotion, thought as a totality that is bound for ·

a ril.llf ,3ourneya

the

,::;.

most
I

introduclllf' .
the reader
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})I'Obl• today is what is ~in ov ocmoept ot
Leadership? And what does it mean that this subjectivi~
alone contains the truth and
has absorbed objectivity.

J~!!MJ§M'. .aMu~-

It is this

with it subjectivity
~ sens~

the first to

understan~

in distinction from Hefel's.
Just try to concretize this in historic terms and you
will

'--a

.,....J

w~aJ!ard and very nearly impossible task that

example, when I first tackled the question of
Hegel's meaning of' subjectivity in that
sentence, I hardly went further than ~~lass,Jclass
distinction,

I refer to the section "Two-Kinds o
(fl ~\.0----

""~
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Subjectivity" in the new chapte:ry-added to M&F, -·since
that wasn't exactly what I meant;

-
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~what

I was trying

to bring in which was new was the distinction between two
. (
L em.n5and

...

•
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20th century the world had r>een three and only three
/
such creations• Descartes and Locke1 Kant and He~el; and
'
'
latlli. . . .iill And it was his (/{(til~~)
then Marx alone. iiJ:
creation that would persist until the end of capital ism,
so that every other philosophy, inc~uding Existentialism,
must abide by• that.

It was some help, but

-to

1

I immediately began to take stronp- exception eJit Sartre S
putting Kant and Hee;el in the same ca.tegory,
I

So far as

'~

I'm concerned -- ana in yhis both Hegel, from hls~in·~
and l>i

¥'X~

fll!om flis ,will support me -- it isn't

,

~

that Hegel did•t apprediate
Kant was the;iirst to

b~ing

~

Kant~ that he denied that
the dialectic into the"modem"

the age of iindustrialization and the French

'

It is that Hegel felt that the £eginni~
was not re lly the
that the nfw age
of them, ,kant as much as Descartes, in

exactly what Sartre does ln
and ended up
stopped just with Class so that the very
he discovered the proletariat as the revolutionary
was also the period in which he broke with F'euerbachian
materialism and its non-comnrehension of the dialectic
~ skipped ave~
as the J!Ov.ing force.
It wasn't that fi"e=RZ
d-. 6
either women or culture but the very totality of seeing
all as new beginning led him to break also with Hegel to
whom this was just abstraction,

The only paint Sartre vas

right in, outside of the.eenerality of the rarity of
7
philosophic creation, war t~.e recogni tior{;f
only

$Cttrt

lasted a moment ~efore he returned to Existentialism~
M·a·dldii~t·i·o~n~. ._._.~
all who deviated ~·: c~o~nfcll~u~~~i~n~g~\t~h!alltlltlhieRi~r
om 1

~
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1

/a devi~tion rut a

(
I
of what was ne~ was not

what was new today dlhat
to

1
Maxx

h~d

mere question of

~n tht queation of how abstraciJt~~~i without rtgar•

/ t o consequences,~. make suref~uU think that
thought through to !1!_ lor;ical conclusion, the best •ax;
Lukacs'
may be the following in relationship to iwck•a« ~ZWKiwwtx
aaking a universal category of the worl totality.
.

often referrea to it

\-\\.1;~~".-

as~

.

,)'

I have

of course, ana in private

conversation stresset the tact that Marcuse shoult have
Lukaca:l:
::
te•icatet hi~~pne Dimensional Man to ~kw• since it is
Lukac"""'thour;ht"
really tv•••• whj ever since •reitication of/7 , xt ant "totality_; ,
has craated the

h~ tor just that type of one-Umensional

ihour;ht. Bu~" t took a bourr;aois liberal intellectual Marshall
in hi;\lenr;thy article
1
Beraan/in Ue Yoict LitKJrY lvppl!Un,4(Jul_ki;98..$
put
oonoretel.y!
·
- '- I'
,,.,.,;;m

illn of 't;$•1 i1jY,

to whioll the qataUtn ef treetoa

beooaea 'purely tac~ioa~' because 'treetom cannot represent

--

a value in itself'•

P~~ation
o~f
~r~ty

the only real issue is whether the
of the working claas, holts

Colmmlurl/a~

~

these i•eas were brou.r;ht tor;ether -- the .

of totality, ortho•oxy, incarnation--· they
·-·~/

·-·-- ,. .- "'I.

------. ----·. ---- .

c~~~~Etner.·te

a theology ot total submission, a metaphysipal untertow
mir;ht well be strong enough to trown all Lukacs's •reaaa ot
liberation."

:
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stf~e~.!\!.hat

to
to
happens when one like
/ Lukacs runs unabashedly to his~oupation' s logical
conclusion,

Once he decided, way baok in 1919-20 that the

•update" of Marx's principle about the reification of labor
he would work·out forh\reification of thought, it led to
that idbtic conclusio ,
arouse took this one step further,
published
to his age of the 1950s, up to-1960 itself, and
Qn!Dimensional

Man. . Nevertheless,

he then skipped rudderless

to the absolute opposite extreme of accepting Youth, no
matter what they did,and Black as if Angela Davis was that
representation of Black,
So what are revolutionaries
doomed to if thought, too, becomes reified?

Mareus~s

next

answer was the uncritical Soyiet MArlig, and Lukacs• last
work, Sgcial Ontology, meant the acceptance of the most
unique, very specific capitalist category,
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·~~~~~~~~what you have to work out is how,Cft on!)

~~~~~JV:;~:~~d
· ~: 'opu"h
~1'~\t:{G:.i.f,.·

·

you cannot deviate from the priaciple and

au
...,,
·
.

developments.
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oll~aotive an4 aubjaothe

Let's use

'

~hese

abstractions as the

context in which we reconsider what we mentioned as
our main proposal on the 3iweeklyl
(Appalachi~

how we mean "to prepare

for it by a trip tO-..KentuckV"-s well as 14exico, and
to the new strike in steel as well as to Spain
and even India.
we developed

And with ......~ each . . . . trip
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at turning points or

~_J_.l-::-1fJ-""////,+.1••v will get when they think

I

uA;ne !aot that Marx now deoidea that that tho accumulation

ot capital
ia no

i;'·n~rsal,

univ~a
1-

for the

~·
~

o

-

ta

He (oea not mean fliiiil• that it
1111,

He dooa maan it 11 no univeraal

ooun ies oan experience other forma ot

devolopment 1 ~even then he qualifiea it

by saying that

they muat do it together with what the a(vanoed capitalist
oountrie!i $1.9.!.__
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~~conclusion in his
can actually take place

final decaCe was the revolution

tirst in backward Russia rather than

The multi-linear human development demonatratea no
line i.e. no fixed sta!es of development.
woaen, the Irish before British

imperialis~,

The Iroquoi

the aboriginies

in Australia, the Arabs in Africa, have displayed sreated
intelligence, more equality between men and women, t~ the
irtellectuals froa England, or the u.s.A., or Australia, or

·---··

____ ,o-

>~"

those .consi~eed genises like
as well as mentallY then even
like the artists.

A.
t
back to when he fi:rst Uaconr.ed
' ~Or for that matte
urn
.
i
t f {hought and of revolution and broke with
)
that new cont nan o
.•
..
when
Y.Jfl
called
for
•revolution-in-permanence
;.
capitaliBII i n 184J t
1\T(
.
..
.
not only in order to uproot the old

.•.

a \'revolution in

\

permanence~n eJ:llrY

aoc~e
Y.• bu~ergo .
.
1 di
sel -develop- .
face~~ c u
,
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/--~en it comes to taking responsibility for the f.•l•ileaol!lhY
of Marxist-Humanism in ~ ~when we are aiming tor n6tbing ·
short o! actually helping to transform the objective intern&~~ ·

-----

tional situation, here are the problems we face.:

scious ot Asia, "A:f'rica~at bes;., was thought ot as

In111EL'oi>~

tna. i t anyone thought o:f' Egypdl, it was only bacuas~ t.n•e'~
it.·.~~,,.,'

Greeks were there, and it was halt "Mediterranian•.? ·

~~F : ;,~=~::::::z::::.~~~=~:~:
. ~,~;/;',
~J.~Ht.
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Llf"ouldn't l.J"'possibly be that all
the spontaneous unorganized mass

1.

o'VII~~f'C!.ep~n~l•r~ie~

sense .that de,ciiBiCllli·;:u

na,g~ti,rit:~~~~ self-dave~opment·~·~~i~~~~f~PJs~~
would mem that wh,lin w~ +11 ··:ci).~jji;~~

....· . • .

brins in a philoaophic question

to be. diecuil~li

· doi!z\iii

:::::::~=~';~...+:;"'" .se.lt·;d~i~jOji~j
that is individual raspi•~(j'~~ity tor philosophy, p~I);L~~~~
':
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'

:
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to eruption of actual revolution.

~tf?~ake the question of the preparation for transforming
/

' ~ into a bi-weekly, and together with it the nitty-gritty,
most concrete question for all. --

aotu~lly

the&p~ ~nd.

the greatest determinant ae

'~th~ do

That is
know how

to sell the book not as salespeople but as founders of Marxist'

..

H!IIMilln.

~II,!U:2!!!~tsu::u:t· here

oo tribution
world that

one, the only one in the· 1rno.Le,:
against Hi tler• s invasion of ·.A·.uatrJL&;

1~
·.,
.!

. "'--JThe sharpest ex:preaaion ot theory 1a METHODOLOGY and
let•s never forget that METHODOLOGY is the result of the com,;; .
plex interaction of l. )social base, 2,) theoretical analysis and ·:
practical activity and J,) the I'!RUGGLE WITH RIVIAL ·!BNDENOIBS ·
AND RIVAL METHODOLOGIES,

(~The
for this

point about all of these

ye~d

~oncrete

tasks outlined.

some for next ye' Ills that they must

b~

.'

tested. by the Absolute Dialectical Method, . The question of. new:·.:·;
new book-to-be on •The Dialectics of the Party• and, most
illportant ot .all, the re~tor,ic~~aophio beginning.ot
~he
'

IG~LDrlar

and
',.

submitting
t~ that
type . of +....+
,·
.
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.
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